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Fact: divergence in unemployment
experience



Europe can be split in 2 clubs

• Low unemployment:
– Austria, Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and 
the United Kingdom

• High unemployment:
– Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, and 

Spain.



Explanations

• Immediate short-run cause: oil shocks, 
monetary contractions, etc.

• However, unemployment should return to 
equilibrium level as oil shocks have proved
temporary and AD disturbances eventually
offset by price level adjustment.

• So, labor rigidities have been considered
as key cause: UB, MW, FC, Collective 
bargaining…



The rigidity view should pass 2 
tests

• Explain surge in unemployment
• Explain subsequent divergence



Some evidence:

• Nickell (2003) finds that rigidities tend to 
have gone up everywhere during the rise
in unemployment, and have fallen in 
countries where unemployment has gone 
down again.



Example: France

• Between 1980 and 2000:
– benefit duration lengthened, 
– union coverage went up, 
– coordination of wage setting went down, 
– employment protection became stricter



Example: Ireland



Qualifications

• We don’t know the actual effect of a given
rigidity (but comprehensive reforms seem
to work)

• Reforms seem to work better during an 
expansionary phase of the cycle (not clear
why)

• Other approaches (as in Saint-Paul, 2005) 
are inconclusive.



Obstacles to reform

• Political economy
• Ideology
• Agency



Political Economy

• Interests of employed workers prevail.
– Scope for reform depend on their exposure, 

capacity to buy them out…
• Rigidies create their own constituency, 

leading to status quo bias.
• Rigidities increase support for other

rigidities, leading to complementarities, 
which makes comprehensive reforms
valuable (but substitutabilities also exist).



Ideology

• Some interest groups benefit from some
views being held, regardless on whether
they are true or not.

• They may foster beliefs in these views by 
affecting prior and preventing learning.



Examples:

• All unemployment is Keynesian
• High minimum wages reduce

unemployment because consumption is
increased

• Lump-of-labor fallacy
• No effects of prices
• Ignoring indirect effects…



An example

• 3 categories of workers: skilled, medium 
skilled, low skilled

• MS and LS perfect substitutes, but MS 
more productive

• HS complement in production with MS+LS
• People vote on a minimum wage



The minimum wage

• Reduces LS employment, until MPLS = 
MW

• MS remain fully employed, provided MW 
not too high

• MS+LS falls, so that MP of HS falls



Consequently:

• HS always lose: their income falls
• MS always gain: their income rises, they

remain at full employment
• LS have both higher income and lower

employment:
– Gain if employment effects are low
– Lose if employment effects are high



Manipulating beliefs:

• To buy the support of LS, MS must 
convince them that employment effects
are low.

• They want to convey that belief regardless
of whether it is true or not, as they gain 
from MW increases no matter what.

• They don’t need to find out and don’t want
to if belief prevails



Influence technologies:

• Affecting priors: media, education, etc…
– Neuroscientists have shown that repetition

matters
• Affecting posteriors: complexity and noise 

in economic policy



Conditions for ideology

• Intellectual power must be distributed
differently from political power (otherwise
no need to convince)

• The welfare of those who hold it must be
less sensitive to the economic parameter
of interest than that of the pivotal agents.



Agency
• Agents who implement reform may not 

internalize the voters’ objective
• Example: asking social workers to impose 

sanctions on unemployed who do not search
adequately

• SW may not be liable and/or be « altruistic », 
considering the unemployed as their customers, 
and give too much weight to the least 
employable.

• Union management may be perverse



Ex: public job placement services



Research directions

• Different shocks
• The Euro
• Small vs. Big
• Latin vs. Anglo-Saxon
• Path dependence
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